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Ellie and Arthur are bored because they got sent outside. Ellie has an idea! "Let's go to the clubhouse!"
When they open the door to the clubhouse Windomena escapes! Ellie and Arthur are confused. They hear a voice say,

"You are worthy of powers!"

"Things are about to get windy, like me, Windomena!"
Ellie and Arthur didn’t know that Windomena, the Wind Witch, had been trapped in their clubhouse for 100 years by a mysterious voice.

Now that she’s escaped, the voice gave them powers to capture her back, but they don’t know what they are at first.

Ellie becomes Super E, with the power of earthquakes, and Arthur becomes Blue Boy, with the power to turn things blue.
Super E and Blue Boy are experimenting with their powers while Windomena jumps through a portal.

Uh oh!
I guess our new powers aren't flying!

Yep!
Can't fly!
Suddenly Super E creates an EARTHQUAKE!

Super E falls in and Blue Boy jumps in after her.

This is awesome!!!

At the bottom they fall into a MAGIC PORTAL

I'm not so sure about this...
The magic portal put Super E and Blue Boy in a forest holding mugs of hot chocolate.

Rats!
I made mine blue!
After climbing the mountain, Super E and Blue Boy find a golden castle.

They stare at it in astonishment.
Super E and Blue Boy run inside the castle and meet the King of the Golden Crown, Stormis. They tell Stormis about Windomena and that they need his help finding her.

He says "I saw a witch go that way!"

"Sorry I turned your carpet blue!"

"Thanks for your help King Stormis!"
Super E and Blue Boy find Windomena as she creates a tornado that lifts her into the air! They decide to go back for help from King Stormis.
Super E and Blue Boy run back to find Stormis and find him in his swimming pool.

Can you help us get Windomena out of the sky???

Sure! I have the power to create storms. I'll make one right now!

AAAAAHHHHH!!!
Super E and Blue Boy chase Windomena through another one of her magic portals.

Man, she's fast!
Windomena left the portal and accidentally ran straight into the clubhouse. The mysterious voice shut the door and Super E and Blue Boy were excited!
Super E and Blue Boy became Ellie and Arthur again then went inside for lunch.

The End!